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Microwave &  
Dishwasher safe

High thermal shock 
and withstands 5000 
dishwasher cycles.

Durability & strength

The shapes are designed to perform in a busy 
catering environment and the high percentage 
of alumina gives Alchemy maximum strength.

stackability

Designed with safe stacking in 
mind to maximise space saving 
in a back of house environment.

Quality

 Alchemy meets the quality 
standard for food service tableware 
laid down by the British Standards 
Institute, BS 8654

alcheMy boDy

Thinner, lighter and whiter pieces with 
finer definition, without compromising 
durability due to the high alumina 
content (highest of any ceramic 
tableware in the market place).

fully glazeD 
foot on certain 
alcheMy iteMs

Prevents damage to ware 
when stacked. 
* See individual range pages

BS 12875
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5 year eDge chiP warranty

Selected lines only, see individual range pages.  
A  and edge chip logo will appear at the 
bottom of the page if edge chip applies. 
Terms and conditions apply. 

Exquisite fine china in a range of 
complementary designs to suit every 

mood and occasion. Versatile and 
durable, multi - functional items and 

striking feature pieces offer unlimited 
creative opportunities to enhance food 

presentation.

Premium collections designed with the 
professional in mind. Restaurateurs can 

create the ultimate fine dining experience. 
From classic to contemporary, for 
functionality and inspirational food 

presentation. 

Alchemy leaves a lasting impression.

high teMPerature firing

Alchemy is a vitreous china body that 
does not absorb moisture, is more 
hygienic and has better heat retention 
properties. Its high resistance to thermal 
shock helps to reduce breakages. Its 
properties provide superior strength.

Product featured is Alchemy White.

MADE IN ENGLAND

suPerior glaze finish

Protected by ecoglaze, a high performance 
glaze that enhances product performance, 
prolonging the life of the product, 
improving stain and metal mark resistance 
and durability. Excellent stability prevents 
thermal shock and crazing.
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